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ABSTRACT

Eccentric nuclear disks (ENDs) are a type of star cluster in which the stars lie on eccentric, apsidally–

aligned orbits in a disk around a central supermassive black hole (SMBH). These disks can produce a

high rate of tidal disruption events (TDEs) via secular gravitational torques. Previous studies of ENDs

have included stars with only one mass. Here, we present the first study of an eccentric nuclear disk

with two stellar species. We show that ENDs show radial mass segregation consistent with previous

results from other cluster types. Additionally, ENDs show vertical mass segregation by which the

heavy stars sink to lower inclinations than light stars. These two effects cause heavy stars to be more

susceptible to tidal disruption, which can be seen in the higher fraction of heavy stars that are disrupted

compared to light stars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Galactic nuclei can contain parsec scale eccentric

nuclear disks (ENDs) in which stars follow apsidally-

aligned eccentric orbits around a supermassive black

hole (SMBH). The nearest such disk is found at the

center of the Andromeda Galaxy, where HST images

resolve two distinct brightness peaks, both offset from

the central SMBH (Lauer et al. 1993). These peaks

correspond to the collective apocenters and pericenters

of stars in an END (Tremaine 1995).

ENDs are kept stable via secular, or orbit-averaged

torques (Madigan et al. 2018). These secular torques

drive orbits to oscillate about their equilibrium eccen-

tricity, with orbits commonly reaching e > 0.99 at the

peak of an oscillation, leading to a high rate of close en-

counters between disk stars and the central SMBH. Disk

stars that pass within the SMBH tidal radius will pro-

duce tidal disruption events (TDEs) (Rees 1988). Ad-

ditionally, Madigan et al. (2018) show that ENDs de-

velop a negative eccentricity gradient, where stars at

lower semimajor axes have higher equilibrium eccentric-

ities. This causes stars at the inner edge of the disk

to be preferentially disrupted, as low angular momen-

tum orbits are more easily torqued to extremely high
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eccentricity where their pericenters dip below the tidal

radius.

Several dozen candidate TDEs have been observed as

nuclear optical/UV (van Velzen et al. 2011; Gezari et al.

2012; Arcavi et al. 2014; Chornock et al. 2014; Holoien

et al. 2016) and soft X–ray (Auchettl et al. 2017 and the

references therein) flares that are typically observable

for several years. The TDE rate from a young END

can be as high as one per year1, orders of magnitude

higher than estimates of TDE rates from an isotropic

star cluster ∼ 10−4 yr−1 gal−1 (Magorrian et al. 1998;

Wang & Merritt 2004; Stone & Metzger 2016). This

suggests a significant fraction of TDEs could come from

ENDs. Additionally, many optical/UV selected TDEs

are in post–merger E+A/K+A galaxies (French et al.

2016). This result is consistent with the formation of

ENDs during mergers (Hopkins & Quataert 2010), as

these young ENDs would produce the high rate of TDEs

that we observe from these galaxies.

Previous studies have simulated ENDS with a single

mass stellar population (Madigan et al. 2018; Wernke

& Madigan 2019). Here, we use N-body simulations to

explore END dynamics with a stellar mass spectrum.

We expect mass segregation to proceed as it does in an

1 Although if disruptions really occur once per year, the SMBH
may not return to quiescence between disruptions, and such events
would not currently be identified as TDEs.
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Table 1. Initial conditions for our N–body simulations. There are two main sets of simulations, broken down into groups
that share initial conditions. For each group, we list the number of simulations, the spread (three times the standard
deviation, σ) of the orbit rotation angles θa and θl (described in § 2), the number of heavy stars (NH), and the resulting
collisional coupling parameter (∆; see eq 1 and the surrounding discussion). Each simulation has 400 light stars. The
standard deviation of the third orbit rotation angle (θj) is three degrees.

Simulation Simulation Number of Simulations 3σθa , 3σθl of Heavy Stars 3σθa , 3σθl of Light Stars NH ∆

Set Group in Group [degrees] [degrees]

NH = 5 35 5 5 5 0.384

NH = 10 44 ” ” 10 0.769

NH = 15 33 ” ” 15 1.15

NH -vary NH = 20 39 ” ” 20 1.54

NH = 25 43 ” ” 25 1.92

NH = 30 38 ” ” 30 2.31

NH = 35 42 ” ” 35 2.69

NH = 40 39 ” ” 40 3.08

iH = 5 10 5 5 25 1.92

iH = 10 10 10 ” 25 1.92

iH -vary iH = 15 10 15 ” 25 1.92

iH = 20 10 20 ” 25 1.92

iH = 25 10 25 ” 25 1.92

control 10 - ” 0 -

isotropic cluster, with heavier stars sinking inwards and

light stars scattering outwards (e.g. Spitzer 1987; Bah-

call & Wolf 1977; Alexander & Hopman 2009, hereafter

AH09; see also the review by Alexander (2017) and the

references therein). Since END stars at smaller semi-

major axes have larger equilibrium eccentricities, they

are more easily torqued to orbits that endanger them

to tidal disruption (Madigan et al. 2018). Addition-

ally, as in axisymmetric disks (see Alexander et al. 2007;

Mikhaloff & Perets 2017), we expect vertical mass seg-

regation to occur such that heavy stars sink to lower

inclinations than light stars.

This paper is organized as follows: In § 2, we present

our methods, including setup and initial conditions of

our simulations. In § 3, we show the results of our simu-

lations, including radial mass segregation, vertical mass

segregation, and how these affect TDE rates for ENDs.

In § 4, we discuss how this work may be applied to real

systems, and a few implications of our results. In § 5,

we summarize our findings.

2. SIMULATIONS

We use the N–Body code REBOUND (Rein & Liu 2012)

with the IAS15 adaptive-timestep integrator (Rein &

Spiegel 2015) to simulate an eccentric nuclear disk. Fol-

lowing the example of AH09, we use two species of stars

to study mass segregation in ENDs, where each heavy

star is ten times as massive as a light star, MH = 10 ML.

We vary two quantities in our simulations: (i) the

number of heavy stars, NH , and (ii) their initial incli-

nation distribution, iH . We refer to simulations where

the former (latter) is varied as “NH -vary” (“iH -vary”).

The “NH -vary” set aims to explore how changing the

strength of the mass segregation affects the dynamics of

the disk and the TDE rate of each population of stars.

The “iH -vary” set studies how vertical mass segregation

is affected when the orbits of heavy stars are initially in-

clined above the plane of the disk.

All simulations are run for 500 orbital periods of the

inner disk. For better statistics we run ∼40 simulations

for each set of parameters.2 We summarize the simula-

tion parameters in Table 1.

In our simulations, we set the semimajor axis of the

innermost orbit, the SMBH mass, and the gravitational

constant to 1, such that the orbital period at the inner

edge of the disk is 2π. All stars initially have semimajor

axes a ∈ [1, 2] with a surface density profile Σ ∝ a−2,

and eccentricities of 0.7. The total disk mass is one

percent of the SMBH mass, and there are 400 light stars.

2 The precise number of simulations varies as they sometimes
stall (due to formation of binary systems).
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We initialize orbits with aligned eccentricity and an-

gular momentum vectors. We then introduce a small

scatter in these vectors via three rotations. We draw

three random angles (θa, θl, and θj) from a normal dis-

tribution with a standard deviation of a few degrees (see

Table 1 for details). We then rotate the angular mo-

mentum vector about the orbit’s major axis by θa, the

angular momentum vector about the latus rectum by θl,

and the eccentricity vector about the angular momen-

tum vector by θj . After initializing the orbits, we search

for binary systems, and remove one of their stars in or-

der to increase integration speed. The number of stars

removed is of order 5 in each simulation.

To detect TDEs, we use REBOUND’s built-in collision

detection capability. To set a tidal radius we have to set

an overall length scale for the simulations; we choose the

inner edge of the disk to be at 0.05 pc. Then the SMBH

is given a radius equal to the tidal radius of a 1M� star

around a 107M� black hole. If REBOUND detects that a

star has come within the tidal radius of the SMBH par-

ticle, we record a TDE. The stars that disrupt are not

removed from the simulation and are allowed to con-

tinue on their orbits, however if they disrupt more than

once, we do not count the subsequent disruption(s) in

our analysis. We keep disrupted stars to simplify analy-

sis and to keep the disk potential as constant as possible.

For simplicity, we take the tidal radius to be the same

for light and heavy stars in our initial analysis. We

discuss how the tidal radius would vary as a function of

stellar properties in § 4.1 and the effect this would have

on TDE rates.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Radial Mass Segregation

Mass segregation is the dynamical process by which

massive stars sink to the center of a cluster. Two–body

interactions cause the specific kinetic energy of heavy

stars to decrease while the specific kinetic energy of the

light stars increases, resulting in heavy stars sinking to

low semimajor axis orbits while scattering the light stars

to high semimajor axis orbits. Mass segregation is well-

understood in spherical clusters (e.g. AH09; Bahcall

& Wolf 1977; Spitzer 1987) and in axisymmetric disks

(Alexander et al. 2007; Mikhaloff & Perets 2017), but

this is the first time that mass segregation has been ex-

plored in an eccentric disk with apsidally aligned or-

bits. AH09 studied mass segregation in an spherically–

symmetric, isotropic star cluster around an SMBH us-

ing Fokker-Planck methods. They used two species of

stars: heavy stars and light stars, with each heavy star

having ten times the mass of a light star. This model

is an approximation of an evolved stellar population,

where light stars represent old low-mass main-sequence

dwarfs, white dwarfs, and neutron stars with masses of

order ∼M� and heavy stars represent stellar-mass black

holes with masses of order ∼ 10M�. AH09 find that the

strength of mass segregation can be parameterized by

the coupling parameter

∆ ' NHM
2
H

NLM2
L

× 4

3 +MH/ML
, (1)

where MH and ML are the mass of a heavy and light

star, respectively, and NH and NL are the number of

heavy and light stars respectively. ∆ is the ratio of the

energy–space diffusion coefficients from heavy–heavy in-

teractions to the diffusion coefficients from heavy–light

interactions.

AH09 also find that mass segregation separates into

two strength regimes. In the weak regime (∆ � 1),

heavy stars are relatively common and interact with

both light and heavy stars. In the strong regime (∆ �
1), heavy stars are too rare to scatter each other fre-

quently, and so sink to the center of the cluster primar-

ily through dynamical friction with the larger number

of light stars. As ∆ decreases the heavies become more

centrally concentrated, though the heavy star density

profile is always steeper than the light star density pro-

file.

As in isotropic clusters and axisymmetric disks, ENDs

show both strong and weak radial3 mass segregation.

Figure 1 shows the semimajor axis evolution for sim-

ulations with different numbers of heavy stars (“NH -

vary” in Table 1). Simulations with five heavy stars are

in the strong regime, where massive stars actively sink

to the center of the cluster through dynamical friction.

All other simulations are in the weak regime, where the

heavy stars simply relax to lower semimajor axes than

the light stars. The ∆ cutoff between the strong and

weak regime in ENDs is thus likely between 0.4 and 0.8,

consistent with previous results from isotropic clusters

(∆ ≈ 1).

While the mean semimajor axis of all stars tends to in-

crease as seen in Figure 1, our simulations do conserve

energy. The energy of an orbit E ∝ 1/a. If a star’s

semi–major axis doubles, another star’s semi–major axis

would only have to decrease to two–thirds of its origi-

nal value to conserve energy. In this example the mean

semimajor axis would increase.

3 Hereafter, we refer to mass segregation with respect to semi-
major axis/energy as radial mass segregation to differentiate it
from vertical mass segregation in a disk, which affects inclina-
tion/angular momentum.
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Figure 1. Left panel: Mean semimajor axis of the heavy and light populations as a function of time for simulations with
different numbers of heavy stars (“NH -vary” from Table 1). Each line is the mean semimajor axis of all stars from all of the
simulations in the group. Simulations with five heavy stars are clearly separated from the rest, suggesting the presence of weak
and strong mass segregation regimes as in isotropic nuclear star clusters. In the weak regime heavy stars primarily interact with
each other, while in the strong regime the heavy stars mostly interact with the light stars and sink to the inner edge of the disk
via dynamical friction. Right panel: Mean semimajor axis of the light population as a function of time for the same simulations.
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Figure 2. Mean out-of-plane inclination of the heavy and light populations as a function of time for simulations with different
numbers of heavy stars (“NH -vary” from Table 1). Each line is the mean out-of-plane inclination of all stars from all of the
simulations in the group. Vertical mass segregation occurs after two secular times (∼ 200 orbital periods). As with radial
segregation, vertical segregation shows both strong and weak regimes.
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Figure 3. Mean out-of plane inclination versus time for simulations with different initial heavy star inclinations (the “iH -vary”
simulations in Table 1). Each solid line is the mean out-of-plane inclination of all stars from all of the simulations in the group.
The dashed line shows the mean out-of-plane inclination in simulations with no heavy stars. Left Panel : The heavy stars relax
to roughly the same inclination after ∼ 150 orbital periods, regardless of their initial inclinations. Right Panel : The light stars
do not show any dependence on the initial conditions.
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3.2. Vertical Mass Segregation

Vertical mass segregation is a similar process to radial

mass segregation, by which heavy stars sink to low incli-

nations while scattering light stars to high inclinations.

It has been studied in the context of axisymmetric stellar

disks around SMBHs (Alexander et al. 2007; Mikhaloff

& Perets 2017). They showed that in such systems, the

scale height of the disk decreases with stellar mass due

to two–body relaxation.

Vertical mass segregation can also occur due to secu-

lar effects. In particular, disk orbits can perturb each

others’ angular momenta via orbit–averaged torques on

a secular dynamical timescale, viz.

tsec ≡
(

M•

Mdisk

)
P, (2)

where M• and Mdisk are the the black hole and disk

mass respectively, and P is the orbital period of a star

at the inner edge of the disk (Rauch & Tremaine 1996)

For our simulations, tsec = 100P .

This vertical mass segregation is a form of vector reso-

nant relaxation (VRR), which has been studied in spher-

ical, isotropic star clusters (Rauch & Tremaine 1996;

Szölgyén & Kocsis 2018). In VRR orbits are reoriented

by torques from other nearby orbits. However, there are

notable differences from the END case. In a spherical

cluster the torques add randomly, and the torque on a

particular orbit scales as the square root of the num-

ber of stars in the cluster. The timescale for VRR to

significantly reorient the orbits in a cluster is

tVRR ∼
√
Ntsec, (3)

where N is the number of stars in the cluster. In an

END, the timescale for secular vertical mass segregation

is independent of N , as long as the mass of the disk is

fixed.

We find that stars in ENDs undergo vertical mass seg-

regation. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the out-of-

plane inclination for both populations of stars in each

simulation group from the NH -vary set. Out-of-plane

inclination ip is similar to classical inclination i, except

it treats retrograde orbits the same as prograde orbits.

The inclination of an orbit is given by

i = arccos

(
jz
j

)
, (4)

where jz and j are the z-component and magnitude of

the orbital angular momentum j, respectively. Note that

0◦ ≤ i ≤ 180◦. Orbits with i < 90◦ are prograde, orbits

with i = 90◦ are polar, and orbits with i > 90◦ are ret-

rograde. An orbit’s out-of-plane inclination ip is related

to its inclination i by

ip =

i i ≤ 90◦

|i− 180◦| i > 90◦
(5)

Due to the relatively high fraction of retrograde orbits in

an END (Madigan et al. 2018, Wernke & Madigan 2019),

classical inclination is not a useful measure of vertical

mass segregation. As some orbits flip to retrograde ori-

entations, their conventional inclinations become > 90◦,

and the mean inclination of the disk is inflated. Out-of-

plane inclination measures the minimum angle a star’s

orbital plane makes with the midplane of the disk, with-

out regard for the direction the star is moving along the

orbit.

As with radial mass segregation, vertical mass segre-

gation shows both a strong and weak regime. In simula-

tions with the fewest heavy stars, the heavy population

shows much stronger segregation than in other simula-

tion groups. We also explore how resistant vertical mass

segregation is to changes in the initial conditions, by

varying the initial inclination distribution of the heavy

stars. These simulations (“iH -vary” in Table 1) use 25

heavy stars each, placing them in the weak mass segre-

gation regime. The inclination distribution is varied by

changing the orbit rotation angles θa and θl (see § 2).

Figure 3 shows the mean ip of each group in the “iH -

vary” set. Heavy stars drop to low inclinations very

quickly, with the simulation groups converging between

100 and 150 orbital periods, which is of order the sec-

ular time. Our choice of ∆ for this set ensures that

the overall inclination behavior we observe will also be

qualitatively valid in the strong regime, where the mass

segregation will be only be more effective at dropping

the inclinations of the heavy stars. Thus, in a relaxed

END, we expect to find heavy stars preferentially at

lower inclinations than light stars.

In order to more clearly show the difference between

the two populations, Figure 4 condenses the different

simulation groups from Figure 3, showing the mean and

standard deviation of ip for all stars in the entire ”iH -

vary” set. This figure shows that despite starting at high

inclinations, heavy stars drop to lower inclinations than

the light stars on a timescale of ∼ 20 orbital periods, and

remain at lower inclinations than light stars on average

for the remainder of the simulation. The initial violent

drop in heavy star inclinations is due to artificially high

two–body relaxation (see § 3.4). However, secular effects

do play an important role in the inclination evolution of

ENDs.
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Figure 4. Mean out-of-plane inclination for the simulations
with different initial heavy star inclinations (“iH -vary” from
Table 1). Each line shows the mean and standard deviation
of ip for all of the stars from all of the simulations in the entire
iH -vary set. The blue line shows the heavy stars, the red line
shows the light stars, and the dashed line shows the control
simulations. The heavy stars behave more like the control
stars, while they scatter the light stars to higher inclinations
than they would reach without heavy stars present.

Figure 5 shows the eccentricity evolution of both pop-

ulations shown in Figure 4. If vertical mass segregation

was driven purely by two-body interactions, we would

expect both the inclination and eccentricity to increase

over time as the vertical and radial velocity dispersions

increase (e.g. Stewart & Ida 2000). Instead, as the incli-

nation of both populations increases, the eccentricity of

both populations decreases after one secular time. This

opposite (and smooth) evolution of eccentricity and in-

clination is a result of angular momentum conservation

and is characteristic of secular dynamics. This suggests

that vertical mass segregation (unlike radial mass seg-

regation, which is purely a two-body effect) is driven at

least partially by orbit-averaged dynamics.

3.3. TDEs

A star is tidally disrupted when it passes through its

pericenter if the pericenter distance, rp = a(1 − e), is

less than the tidal radius of the SMBH

rt =

(
M•

M∗

)1/3

R∗ (6)

where M• and M∗ are the black hole and stellar mass,

respectively, and R∗ is the star radius (Rees 1988). To

quantify the the TDE rate across different populations

we use the disrupted fraction: the fraction of stars that

are disrupted over the course of a simulation.

Stars at the inner edge of the disk are preferentially

disrupted, as they have lower angular momentum due to

0 100 200 300 400 500
Time [orbits]

0.550

0.575

0.600

0.625

0.650

0.675

0.700

M
ea

n 
e

heavy stars

light stars

Figure 5. Mean eccentricity for the light and heavy
stars in simulations that have different initial heavy star
inclinations(“iH -vary” from Table 1). Each line shows the
mean of e for all of the stars from all of the simulations in
the entire iH -vary set. As the inclination of both popula-
tions increases (Figure 4), the eccentricity of both popula-
tions decreases after one secular time. Whereas two-body
interactions would cause both inclination and eccentricity to
increase, this opposite evolution of inclination and eccentric-
ity is characteristic of secular effects.

the negative eccentricity gradient in ENDs and lower an-

gular momentum stars are more easily torqued to a high

eccentricity (Madigan et al. 2018). Therefore, we should

expect to see a larger fraction of heavy stars disrupting

than light stars, as they are more central concentrated

due to radial mass segregation.

Vertical mass segregation is important too, dropping

the heavy stars to lower inclinations than the light stars.

For low inclination orbits, the torque from the disk is

nearly aligned with their angular momentum vectors,

and changes their eccentricity rather than their orbital

orientation. Thus, heavy stars are raised to higher ec-

centricities than the light stars even at a fixed semimajor

axis. This can be seen in Figure 6. This figure shows

the development of the eccentricity gradient in eccen-

tric disks with and without a mass spectrum. While

the shape of the gradient changes over the course of the

simulations, the heavy stars always have higher mean

eccentricities than light stars between semimajor axes

of 0.6 and 1.2. The vast majority of orbits that lead to

tidal disruption also have semimajor axes in this range,

confirming that heavy stars should be easier to disrupt

than light stars at any given semimajor axis.

Figure 7 shows the disrupted fraction for both pop-

ulations in simulation groups with different numbers of

heavy and light stars (“NH -vary” in Table 1). Fewer

heavy stars (lower ∆) translates to stronger mass seg-
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Figure 6. Development of the eccentricity gradient in simulations with different initial heavy star inclinations (“iH -vary” from
Table 1). At the beginning of the simulation, t = 0, the eccentricity distribution of all stars is flat at e = 0.7. Each panel shows
the mean of the eccentricities of stars from all of the simulations in the iH -vary set in bins of semimajor axis, broken down by
population. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. Bins that show an eccentricity of 0 contain no stars at the selected
time. Top Left Panel : By one secular time, the eccentricity gradient has started to take shape. Other Panels: Over the course
of the simulation, the gradient changes shape slightly, but the heavy stars always have higher eccentricities than the light stars
on average in bins where the bulk of TDEs come from, between a=0.6 and a=1.2.
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Figure 7. Disrupted fraction vs ∆ (or mass segregation
strength, lower ∆ is stronger mass segregation) for simu-
lations with different numbers of heavy stars (“NH -vary”
from Table 1). Each point shows the mean disrupted frac-
tion for all simulations in a group, broken down into heavy
and light stars. Error bars show the standard error of the
mean. The disruption rate for light stars is independent of
∆, while heavy star disruption rate increases at low ∆ (due
to stronger mass segregation).

regation, and the group’s heavy stars being closer to

the inner edge of the disk at higher eccentricity. In all

cases, disrupted fraction of the heavy stars is larger than

that of the light stars as expected. In particular, the

heavy stars in the most strongly segregated group with

∆ = 0.384 have the smallest mean semimajor axis and

are the most likely to be disrupted.

Figure 8 again shows the disrupted fraction for each

population from the NH -vary set (similarly to Figure

7), but now as a function of the time- and star-averaged

semimajor axis of the population.4 Populations with

a lower mean semimajor axis have a correspondingly

higher disrupted fraction.

Figure 9 shows the disrupted fraction of each pop-

ulation for simulations with different initial heavy star

inclinations (“iH -vary” in Table 1). Once again the frac-

tion of heavy stars that are disrupted is larger than the

fraction of light stars. There is no significant difference

between the groups because they all have the same ∆,

and show the same degree of vertical mass segregation.

In particular, the heavy stars from different simulation

groups have all reached the same inclination by the time

the TDEs begin to occur.

4 Time averages are taken between t = 100P and the end of the
simulation. This is done to allow the disk a secular time to relax,
as the TDEs do not begin to happen until after one secular time.
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Figure 8. Disrupted fraction vs mean semimajor axis for
simulations with different numbers of heavy stars (“NH -
vary” from Table 1). Horizontal axis values are obtained by
taking the mean of all stars in all simulations from a group
during all timesteps after the first 100 orbital periods. We
consider times after 100 orbital periods to allow the disk a
full secular time to relax. Horizontal error bars show the
standard error of this mean, and are generally smaller than
the points. Populations spending more time at low semima-
jor axes have a correspondingly higher disrupted fraction.
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Figure 9. Disrupted fraction for simulations with different
initial heavy star inclinations (“iH -vary” in Table 1). Each
point shows the mean of the disrupted fraction from the sim-
ulations in the group, with heavy stars shown in blue and
light stars shown in red. The errorbars are the standard er-
ror of the mean for each simulation group. The dashed line
shows the TDE rate per star of the control simulations. The
TDE rate is a weak function of the initial inclination, with
the heavy star disrupted fraction always exceeding the light
star disrupted fraction.
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To summarize, in order to be disrupted, a star’s orbit

must have a torque applied to it to raise it to very high

eccentricity. Stars at lower semimajor axes should be

easier to disrupt because they need less torque due to

their higher equilibrium eccentricity, and stars at low in-

clination should be easier to disrupt because the torque

from the disk is more aligned with their angular momen-

tum vectors, and so changes their orbital eccentricities

rather than their orientations. Radial mass segregation

places heavy stars at low semimajor axes, and vertical

mass segregation places stars at low inclination. Across

all of our simulations, a larger fraction of heavy stars

are disrupted, as we would expect.

Mass segregation can also increase the specific TDE or

capture rates of heavy objects in isotropic clusters. For

example, Vasiliev (2017) finds that the disruption rate

of 1M� stars is ∼ 120 times larger than the capture

rate of 10M� black holes in a two component, isotropic

Fokker–Planck model for the Galactic Center.5 Con-

sidering that there are ∼ 300 times more of the former

within the gravitational influence radius of this model,

the specific capture rate of black holes is a factor of ∼2.5

greater than the specific TDE rate of solar mass stars.

Coincidentally, this is similar to the enhancment we find

in ENDs.

3.4. Two–body relaxation

Due to computational constraints our simulations con-

tain fewer and more massive stars than a physical END,

which would artificially decrease the two–body relax-

ation time. This means mass segregation would oc-

cur faster in our simulations than in a realistic system.

In particular, while the mass segregation time scale is

shorter than the secular time scale in our simulations,

the ordering of these two time scales could be flipped in

reality. As previously discussed ENDS start to produce

TDEs after one secular time. If the disk has not mass

segregated within this time, the heavy star TDE rate

may not be enhanced relative to the light star TDE rate

in young ENDs, as we found in § 3.3.

We use the one dimensional model of Alexander et al.

(2007) to quantify the mass segregation time scale in

disks with realistic numbers of stars. For completeness

the relevant equations are summarized in appendix A.

This model contains two populations of different masses,

and the velocity dispersion of each species evolves due

to two–body encounters. We fix the disk mass to be one

5 The disruption and capture rates are ∼ 6×10−5 and 5×10−7

per year. Vasiliev (2017) gives 5 × 10−6 for the latter, but this is
actually the mass of black holes (in solar units) that are consumed
per year (E. Vasiliev, personal communication).

percent of the central mass, as in our N–body simula-

tions.

Figure 10 shows a couple of illustrative examples of

the evolution of the velocity dispersions in this model.

The top panel shows a case where the mass segregation

time is comparable to the secular time. (We define a

“mass segregation time” as the point where the veloc-

ity dispersion of the heavy stars is minimized; this is

comparable to the timescale for the two species to reach

energy equipartition). In the bottom panel of Figure 10

the SMBH mass is increased, so that the heavy stars

segregate after one secular time. Finally, in Figure 11

the heavy stars start with a higher velocity dispersion

than the light stars to simulate the effect of supernova

kicks, making the mass segregation time much longer.

We find the mass segregation time in this model is

well approximated by

tseg ≈ 3.2×105yr

(
M•

106M�

)0.38(
σo

0.1vkep

)3.7(
r

0.1pc

)1.5

,

(7)

where σo is the initial velocity dispersion of both species

and vkep is the local Keplerian velocity. The mass seg-

regation time is a weak function of the relative number

of heavy and light stars in the disk. On the other hand

the secular time is

tsec ≈ 2.9× 105yr

(
M•

106M�

)−0.5(
r

0.1pc

)1.5

. (8)

The mass segregation time will be shorter than the sec-

ular time as long as

M• < 9× 105M�

(
σo

0.1vkep

)−4.9

. (9)

To summarize, we expect dynamically cold ENDs

around low mass SMBHs to mass segregate before

one secular time, when they would begin to produce

TDEs. In this regime, we expect a relative enhance-

ment in the heavy star TDE rate at all times as de-

scribed in § 3.3. For more massive SMBHs, the mass

segregation time is longer, and there would would be

no relative enhancement in the heavy star TDE rate

at early times.Although the black hole mass function

remains poorly constrained below 106M�, there are

several SMBHs with credible mass measurements of a

few×105M� (Greene et al. 2019). Also, scaling relations

suggest that some TDE hosts have SMBH masses below

106M� (Wevers et al. 2019).

4. DISCUSSION
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Figure 10. Velocity dispersion as a function of time for disks
around different mass SMBHs from the one–dimensional
model of Alexander et al. (2007) (see text for details). The
disk contains 1M� (black lines) and 10M� stars (red lines),
with 1000 times more of the former. In both panels all stars
start with a velocity dispersion equal to ten percent of the lo-
cal Keplerian velocity. The black, vertical line in each panel
indicates the secular time, while the red dots indicate the
mass segregation time. For larger SMBHs, the mass segre-
gation timescale in an END is longer than the secular time,
and TDEs would occur before the disk has mass–segregated.
There would be no relative enhancement in the heavy star
TDE rate at early times in this case.

In this section, we present a discussion of our results

in a wider astrophysical context. We discuss how realis-

tic variations of the tidal radius between different stellar

species would affect our results. Additionally, we spec-

ulate on the mass function of a realistic END, including

likely ∆ values and the resulting mass segregation and
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Figure 11. Same as the bottom panel Figure 10, except we
add 265 km s−1 to the velocity dispersion of the heavy stars
to simulate the effects of supernova kicks. Supernova kicks
increase the velocity dispersion of compact objects, which
would reduce the rate of close encounters between compact
objects and the central SMBH.
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Figure 12. Mean disrupted fraction of heavy stars vs. tidal
radius, for two simulation groups, one in each mass segrega-
tion regime from the NH -vary set. rt,0 is the tidal radius of
a light star. The disrupted fraction is linear with the tidal
radius in both cases.

structure of the disk. Lastly, we consider the effect that

a different initial eccentricity would have on TDE rates.

4.1. Effects of stellar properties on encounter rates

Both heavy and light stars have the same tidal radius

in our simulations. In reality, the tidal radius depends

on quantities such as the stellar mass, radius, and spin

(Rees 1988; Golightly et al. 2019). Also, compact ob-

jects (e.g. stellar mass black holes) will not be tidally
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disrupted by the central SMBH, although they can be

captured if they pass too close to it. Specifically, objects

with a Keplerian pericenter, rcapt, satisfying

rcapt ≤
8GM•

c2
(10)

would plunge into the horizon of a Schwarzschild black

hole (Gair et al. 2006).6 ENDs are generally in the full

loss cone regime, meaning close encounters between disk

objects and the central SMBH have a uniform pericen-

ter distribution (Wernke & Madigan 2019). Therefore,

the cross section for disruption (capture) is expected to

scale linearly with the disruption (capture) radius. By

screening out heavy TDEs with pericenters above other

values of rt, we can see how the disrupted fraction of

heavy objects changes with the tidal radius. Figure 12

shows that the disrupted fraction indeed scales linearly

with the tidal radius in our simulations.

Thus,
fcapt
fdis

=
χ 8GM

c2(
M•
M?

)1/3
R?(M?)

, (11)

where fdis (fcapt) is the fraction of stars that are dis-

rupted (fraction of stellar black holes that are captured);

M? and R? are the stellar mass and radius; χ is the rel-

ative enhancement in the black hole capture rate due

to mass segregation. χ ≈ 2 − 3 in our simulations (see

Figure 9), and increases as the relaxational coupling pa-

rameter (∆) decreases.

If all of the stars are Sun–like, this ratio is

fcapt
fdis

≈ 1

3

(
M•

106M�

)2/3

. (12)

This exceeds unity for M• ∼> 5.2 × 106M�. For lower

mass SMBHs the fraction of compact objects that are

captured is smaller than the fraction of stars that are
disrupted, as the effects of mass segregation cannot com-

pensate for the smaller capture radius. Among main se-

quence stars in an END, the specific TDE rate7 would

be an increasing function of stellar mass due to mass

segregation and the larger radii of high mass stars. For

M? ∼> 1M�, the stellar radius scales approximately as

the square root of the stellar mass, implying that

rt =

(
M•

M?

)1/3

R?(M?) ∝M0.2
? , (13)

along the upper main sequence. Despite their higher

specific TDE rate, the disrupted fraction may decrease

6 The corresponding relativistic pericenter is 4GM
c2

in Boyer–
Lindquist coordinates.

7 The disruption rate per star.

with stellar mass, as the stellar lifetime increases. How-

ever, this depends on the timescale over which an END

could sustain highly eccentric orbits. Disruptions and

captures remove objects from the disk and lower its

mean eccentricity, so that the TDE rate decreases with

time and may eventually drop to zero (Madigan et al.

2018). Unfortunately, this timescale is poorly con-

strained by existing simulations, which have artificially

high two–body relaxation times. If it is shorter than the

lifetime of a massive star, the disrupted fraction would

increase with stellar mass. In this case, close encounters

between disk black holes and the central SMBH would

be virtually nonexistent (as the disk would not be able

to excite disk black holes to highly eccentric orbits by

the time they form).

4.2. END Mass Functions

A real END would of course contain far more than

two stellar species, but placing constraints on a likely

present-day mass function (PMF) is very difficult. As

discussed by AH09, the two-species approximation we

use here falls naturally out of “universal” initial mass

functions (IMFs) such as those developed by Salpeter

(1955), Miller & Scalo (1979), and Kroupa (2001).

Evolved populations from these IMFs generally have

∆ < 0.1 (AH09), placing them firmly in the strong seg-

regation regime. Merritt (2013) shows that a population

evolving from the Kroupa IMF reach ∆ ≈ 0.05, again in

the strong regime.

However, there is also evidence to suggest that star

formation and IMFs in galactic nuclei near SMBHs may

be different from the universal IMFs used for field stars

(e.g. Levin & Beloborodov 2003; Milosavljević & Loeb

2004; Paumard et al. 2006; Levin 2007; Bartko et al.

2010; Lu et al. 2013).

ENDs in particular should also have different IMFs

depending on whether the disk stars were formed on ec-

centric orbits, or if the disk was formed dynamically (e.g.

during a galactic merger) after the stars were formed.

ENDs formed dynamically from stellar populations with

universal IMFs would have ∆ < 0.1 as previously dis-

cussed, placing them in the strong segregation regime.

Conversely, ENDs formed from an initially eccentric thin

gas cloud around the SMBH could have top–heavy mass

functions. Alexander et al. (2008) used hydrodynamical

simulations to study the behavior of initially eccentric

accretion disks. They found that smaller, loosely-bound

clumps that formed in the disk were particularly vul-

nerable to tidal disruption at pericenter, leading to only

the high-mass, dense clumps surviving. Extending their

results to star formation, a top–heavy mass function of

clumps in a gas disk would likely lead to a top–heavy
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stellar IMF. A detailed exploration of exactly what ∆

would fall out of such a top–heavy mass function is be-

yond the scope of this work, however we can predict that

it would be higher than that of a universal IMF, such

that ∆ > 0.1. Thus, ENDs formed from an initially ec-

centric gas disk would likely be more weakly segregated

than ENDs formed dynamically from existing stars.

The present-day mass function (PMF) of an END

would depend on a myriad of factors, including the for-

mation history of the disk, which would influence the

IMF. The age of the disk is also very important, as it

affects the PMF through stellar evolution and loss of

disk stars to TDEs and captures over time.

Lastly, we note that for most reasonable mass func-

tions, there are many more light stars than heavy stars

(Kroupa et al. 2013). Thus, while our results suggest

a factor of 2-3 enhancement in the specific TDE (cap-

ture) rate of heavy stars (compact objects), TDEs from

light stars will still dominate the overall TDE rate of the

END.

4.3. The Effect of Eccentricity

So far, we have only considered a delta function for

the initial eccentricity distribution with e = 0.7. Here,

we briefly discuss the effect that changing the initial

eccentricity has on TDE rates.

In principle, increasing the mean eccentricity of the

disk should increase the TDE rate for both species, as

the disk as a whole has less angular momentum. Simi-

larly, decreasing the mean eccentricity of the disk should

decrease the TDE rates for both species.

In order to test this prediction, we use a third small

set of simulations. In this third set, we start both

species with the same ∆ and inclination distribution,

but change the initial eccentricity of the disk orbits.

Each simulation contains 25 heavy stars for easy com-

parison with the iH -vary set, and there are ten individ-

ual simulations for each eccentricity considered.

The top panel of Figure 13 shows the mean disrupted

fraction for both species as a function of initial eccen-

tricity for this set. The disrupted fraction for both

species is an increasing function of the initial eccentric-

ity as expected. This trend is consistent with Madigan

et al. (2018), who found that as an END loses mass

through disrupted stars, the average eccentricity of the

disk drops and the TDE rate is suppressed. The bottom

panel of Figure 13 shows that the enhancement of the

heavy star disrupted fraction increases weakly with the

initial eccentricity.

5. SUMMARY
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Figure 13. Disrupted fraction for simulations with different
initial eccentricities. Top Panel : Each point shows the mean
of the disrupted fraction from the simulations in the group,
with heavy stars shown in blue and light stars shown in red.
The errorbars are the standard error of the mean for each
simulation group. The disrupted fraction of both species
is correlated with the initial eccentricity of the disk orbits.
Bottom Panel : The ratio of the heavy disrupted fraction
to light disrupted fraction vs. the initial eccentricity. The
enhancement of the heavy specific TDE rate is also correlated
with the initial eccentricity.

In this paper, we presented the first study of an ec-

centric nuclear disk with two stellar species. Here, we

give a summary of our results and their implications.

1. Radial Mass Segregation: Similar to previous stud-

ies with isotropic clusters and axisymmetric disks,

two-species ENDs undergo mass segregation in en-

ergy/semimajor axis space. The strength of the

mass segregation falls into two regimes, deter-

mined by the relaxational coupling parameter ∆.

The cutoff between the strong and weak segrega-

tion occurs around ∆ ∼ 1.
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2. Vertical Mass Segregation: In a two-species ec-

centric disk, heavy stars sink to lower inclinations

than light stars on average. This process is highly

resistant to artificially raising the inclinations of

the heavy stars (e.g. with supernova kicks) in

our simulations with artificially strong two-body

relaxation. In a real disk, this process may be

significantly delayed by supernova kicks. As with

radial mass segregation, vertical mass segregation

has both a weak and strong regime.

3. TDE rates: The negative eccentricity gradient in

stable eccentric disks causes stars at low semima-

jor axes to have higher equilibrium eccentricities,

where they are more easily driven onto orbits that

take the star within the tidal radius of the SMBH.

Stars at low inclinations have their eccentricities

altered by secular torques rather than their ori-

entations, leading to these orbits reaching higher

eccentricities where they are more susceptible to

disruption. Heavy stars are preferentially found

at low semimajor axes and low inclinations due to

mass segregation, and are more likely to be dis-

rupted than light stars.

We find that mass segregation can increase the

specific TDE rate of heavy stars in an END by

a factor of 2–3 relative to light stars, assuming

the same tidal radius for both species. Due to

the much larger number of light stars, TDEs from

light stars will still dominate the overall TDE rate

of the END. In a real system, the ratio of the

heavy to light star specific TDE (or capture) rate

depends on the age of the disk and the mass of

the central SMBH. In particular, this enhancement

will be present for young, dynamically cold ENDs

around . 106M� SMBHs (see eq. 9). The larger

tidal radii of massive stars will further enhance

their TDE rate, considering that ENDs are typi-

cally in the full loss cone regime (Wernke & Madi-

gan 2019). This enhancement from larger stellar

and tidal radii will be much weaker in isotropic

clusters, which are at least partially in the empty

loss cone regime (MacLeod et al. 2012; Kochanek

2016). However, mass segregation could still re-

sult in a factor of a few increase in the specific

capture rates of heavy objects in an isotropic clus-

ter (Vasiliev 2017).

Finally, we note that mass segregation may explain

the observed wavelength dependence of the orientation

of the END in M31 (Lockhart et al. 2018). However,

a broader range of stellar masses and stellar evolution

would have to be included in our model before we could

make detailed comparisons with these observations.
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APPENDIX

A. ONE DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION OF DISKS

In § 3.4, we solve for the velocity dispersions of two component disks as a function of time using the 1D model of

Alexander et al. (2007). This model allow us to consider disks with realistic numbers of stars, but it makes a number

of simplifying assumptions:

1. The disk is axisymmetric.

2. The disk evolves only via two–body relaxation.

The velocity dispersions (σ) of the heavy and light stars (indicated by the subscripts “H” and “L”) evolve according

to the following equations

dσH
dt

= NH
M2

H log ΛH

a1σ3
H(t)torb

−NL
MLMHσH(t) log ΛLH

a2σ4
LH(t)torb

(
1− M2

Lσ
2
L(t)

M2
Hσ

2
H(t)

)
(A1)

dσL
dt

= NL
M2

L log ΛL

a1σ3
L(t)torb

+NH
MLMHσL(t) log ΛLH

a2σ4
LH(t)torb

(
M2

Hσ
2
H(t)

M2
Lσ

2
L(t)

− 1

)
(A2)

σLH =
σL + σH

2
(A3)

ΛX =
δrσ2

X

2GMX
(A4)

a1 = 3.5a2 =
2.2rδr

G2
(A5)

where δr is radial extent of the disk, r is its characteristic radius, MH and ML are the stellar masses, torb is the

characteristic orbital period, and the log ΛX terms are Coulomb logarithms.
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